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C H A P T E R

1

Conversion

I

n 2002, when I was forty-one years old, my life, by any measure,
was good. I lived on the penthouse floor of a fourteen-story condo

in Honolulu, Hawaii, that had floor-to-ceiling glass walls overlooking the Pacific Ocean. This meant that when I flopped onto my
living room couch after a day of work and flipped through the channels on my television set, the backdrop twinkling beyond the television looked to me, having grown up in a small, tin-roofed house in
Birmingham, Alabama, like something conjured in a dream—big,
looping waves sparkled in the setting sun and then collapsed, frothing as their tongues and fingers reached the shore. As a kid, I had
been mesmerized by the opening credits of Hawaii Five-0, and as
a middle-aged man I still marveled daily at the fact that the view
I possessed was entirely real. I had arrived in Honolulu the previous year, having accepted a faculty appointment at the University of
Hawaii, and I spent my days working as a supervising physician at
the Queen Emma Clinic, an outpatient clinic for indigent people, including many native Hawaiians, connected to the Queen’s Medical
17
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Center, a teaching hospital for the university. My university affiliation allowed me to see more affluent patients in a private practice,
but my main job, which occupied most of my time, was to help run
the women’s health division of Queen Emma and to oversee the
work of several dozen medical residents, all in training to become
ob-gyns, as I was.
The clinic was a ten-minute walk downhill from my house,
across a highway and through a residential neighborhood, where
front gardens blossomed with fragrant orchids, birds of paradise,
and red and white blooming ginger. I frequently stopped at a convenience store on my walk to work, and picked up a Spam musubi to
eat on the way: steamed rice topped with Spam and wrapped in seaweed; occasionally, as I strolled downhill, I would catch the scent
of a rotting guava, fallen off a tree and now sweet and fermenting
in the sun, or the pungent odor of the lilikoi fruit. Ripe nectarines
grew abundantly on trees, practically begging me to pick them. The
dramatic botanical and culinary diversity of Hawaii, so different
from where I grew up, was echoed by an astonishing diversity in
the ethnic, cultural, and racial admixtures of the people called Hawaiian. As an African American, I was the rarity. The Hawaiians
have a word for black people, which is popolo, and for white people,
haole; the majority of people inhabiting the islands are mixed, and
the colors of brown I saw on an everyday basis made up a rainbow,
indeed—the result of Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, white, and native
Hawaiian people intermingling and procreating over generations.
Energized by the company of others and always seeking out
novel experiences, I am an extrovert by temperament. My boyhood had been defined by sports: I was a fairly good left fielder, and
though not as gifted as some of my peers, I was proficient enough to
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be recruited my senior year of high school by a community college
for its baseball team. Now I had season tickets to the university’s
football team, the Rainbow Warriors; the famous woman’s volleyball team, the Rainbow Wahine; and when the Lakers came to
Honolulu for their regular two-week preseason retreat, I frequently
went to watch them play. The medical residents at the Queen Emma
Clinic were a young, tight crew, more than happy to stick together
and enjoy one another’s company far past the grueling training
hours required of them. When we clocked out at the end of a twelveor twenty-four-hour shift, whole groups of us would retire to any
bar with a sign in its window offering $2

drink.

There, we would

order pitchers of beer and gigantic platters of pupu, the Hawaiian
version of soul food: pork chops, chicken wings, edamame, poke,
kimchi fried rice, calamari, lomi lomi salmon—like home but with
a Polynesian twist. I joke sometimes that the only people who like
to set pigs on fire more than black people are Hawaiian people, and
when I think of Hawaii now, one of my strongest memories is the
smell of barbecue, sweet and burned, infusing the air. This was paradise, for real. I had no reason to ever want it to end.
Professionally, I was fulfilled as well. The man who had wooed
me to Hawaii was an old mentor of mine, an eminent reproductive
endocrinologist named Dr. Bruce Kessel, who had been an attending doctor when I was doing my residency in ob-gyn at the University of Cincinnati. During a phase of my life when I felt eternally
exhausted and vulnerable, working long shifts and living in constant fear of making a fatal mistake, Bruce distinguished himself
from his peers with his kindness. We reconnected several years
later in Boston, when he was working at the Beth Israel hospital and
I, having moved to Cambridge to get a degree in public health from
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Harvard, knew no one. In Hawaii, we were a good fit. Together with
Dr. Mark Hiraoka, a local Japanese-Hawaiian surfer boy turned
ob-gyn, we made a sort of dream team of supervising attendings:
the residents at Queen Emma were eager to work with us.
Bruce and I came from different worlds. He was the son of a
prominent doctor, whereas I was fatherless and had experienced
firsthand the inadequacies of the health care available to indigent
people. Starting from these opposite orientations, both of us believed that the health-care system should not punish poor people,
either in terms of quality of or access to care, simply because they
were poor, and we both believed strongly in a holistic approach: a
woman should be able to come to the Queen Emma Clinic and, in
one place, get all her health needs met—to be treated for the flu and
deliver her baby and get an older child vaccinated seamlessly.
On an average day, the ob-gyns at Queen Emma saw between
twenty and forty patients. We did it all. We did routine gynecological care: pelvic and breast exams, Pap smears; we treated urinary
tract infections, incontinence, yeast infections; we screened for
STDs. We did prenatal care, monitoring pregnancy-induced diabetes and preeclampsia; and we delivered babies, doing C-sections
and handling miscarriages as needed. There were all the other
usual medical departments in the Queen Emma Clinic as well, so if
a woman presented to us with hypertension, we might refer her to
the internal medicine unit; if the internists saw a woman with abnormal vaginal bleeding, they would refer her to us. We prescribed
birth control pills, inserted IUDs, and offered a fair amount of routine sex education.
As part of this menu of services, the clinic also did abortions.
Bruce Kessel had been trained in abortion care as a matter of course
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when he was a medical resident in the early eighties. The way Bruce
told it, the years after Roe were an exuberant time, and physicians
who cared, as he did, about public health and family planning rejoiced over the freedoms and possibilities that legal abortion promised women. I was in college during those years, devoting myself to
my growing passion for service by going door-to-door in my dorm,
informing my college classmates about the gospel of Jesus, so it’s
hard for me to imagine a time when abortion rights were so enthusiastically embraced by individual practitioners—a sea change
from today, when so many of my colleagues in ob-gyn are reticent
to stand up for abortion, let alone to perform them themselves. But
doctors of Kessel’s generation, especially those who believed in family planning as a path out of poverty, sought out abortion expertise
and were proud to have done so.
As a young physician, Bruce moonlighted at Planned Parenthood, which was then as it is today, the largest single provider of
reproductive health services, including abortion and prenatal care,
in the United States. As the senior attending and the recognized
expert in fertility and menopause, he did abortions himself and
trained any resident interested in learning how to do them. None of
this, I might add, drew anyone’s particular attention. Hawaii is, and
was at the time, an extremely liberal state. Even today, Hawaii has
passed none of the bans and restrictions that other state legislatures
have imposed on abortion since the early 2000s—no waiting periods, no parental consent, no counseling rules—and for the vast majority of Hawaiian women living almost anywhere on the islands,
abortion is easily available. As far as we were concerned, abortion
was a nonissue. The clinic did them when women said they needed
them, at a rate of about a hundred a year.
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I, personally, didn’t raise my hand to be trained in abortion care
and didn’t plan on doing them at all. When I was fifteen years old, I
had become a born-again Christian, the result of studying the Bible
under the tutelage of a charismatic and driven young Pentecostal
minister in Birmingham named Mike Moore. On a sunny day in
1978, I asked for and received the indwelling of Jesus and a certainty
of his love for me—a belief I hold strongly, and gratefully, to this day.
This experience changed me. It gave me a sense of joy, of possibility,
of a future, which I had never been able to contemplate before. But
as it grew, my role as an evangelizing Christian among my friends
and neighbors also placed me in a larger fundamentalist world defined by a whole lot of rules and obligations, and characterized,
sometimes, by what I came to understand later as a kind of shallow
conformity about what Christian people “should” and “should not”
do. I lived in a world of moral certitudes: Sex outside of marriage
was sinful. Unwanted pregnancy was sinful. Women were almost
always the ones who had to bear the public shame of that sinfulness. So many of these rules were taken for granted in the churches
of my youth, embedded in their rhetoric and principles, that though
the bald facts of my own life told a feminist tale—I myself was the
child of a single mother; the starting third baseman on our community baseball team was a girl—I accepted the double standard.
It did occur to me to wonder about the justice of it all. These teenage girls don’t get pregnant by themselves, I would think. But as
a young person, my Christian identity was far more important to
me than interrogating the inconsistencies of my faith. So even as a
middle-aged man, having spent more than a decade in training as
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an ob-gyn, and a subsequent decade caring for women, I retained
that powerful Christian identity, constricted as it was by convention
and custom. Abortion fell into the category of “should nots.” Consequently, as a young doctor, I made a fragile promise to myself. To
uphold my professional commitment to caring for women, I would
refer patients seeking abortion to doctors who would provide them.
But for me, I continued to insist that providing abortion was wrong.
I would not do them.
Looking back it’s hard to believe, but until the spring of 2002,
when I was living in bliss in Hawaii, the circumstances of my life
had insulated me from having to really wrestle, in a deep and nuanced way, with the question of abortion. When I was a child, abortion wasn’t a topic of any conversation, polite or otherwise. When
I was a young teenager, encountering Jesus for the first time, the
political terms “pro-life” and “pro-choice” did not exist, nor did the
milieu that forced people to pick a side. And though through Mike
Moore, who was first my baseball coach and then my pastor and
friend, I became enraptured with the idea of God’s radical, egalitarian love, I was not yet in possession of the intellectual tools to
unpack or query the fundamental sexism embedded in the ancient
Scripture, or to discover for myself a more nuanced, or feminist, vision of justice. Now I see the Bible as it was written: the inspired
word of God, but also a historical document preserving the ancient
hegemony of men; starting with Eve, women are always thrown
under the bus when it suits the men in power to do so. But the way
I understood Christianity as a young person was literalistic, strictly
black and white. The churches I was raised in were patriarchal. The
father was the head of the family, just as Jesus was the head of the
church. I tried, as Mike taught me, to emulate Jesus by upholding a
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biblical standard of sexual purity—and I did. I did not have sex until
I was twenty-one, and so, unlike the other teenagers in my neighborhood, I never had to face the actual fear of an accidental pregnancy, nor the heart-thrumming anxiety of what that pregnancy
might mean—not just to the future of the woman or girl in question,
but to me, as an equal participant in the conception. My life was all
about serving God. Having chosen heaven, I didn’t want to risk the
chance that I might go to hell.
Abortion first entered my vision only abstractly, as a news
event, with the rise of the Moral Majority, the very vocal and political Christian constituency whose anti-abortion rhetoric helped
elect Ronald Reagan in 1980. I had just left Birmingham for college when slogans such as “Life begins at conception” began to be
bandied about. And my first effort at grappling with abortion was
intellectual, too—as removed from the real lives of real women as I
was at the time. In my first year at Berea College, in 1981, I wrote
a paper about abortion for a required freshman course called Issues & Values; my professor, who had formerly been a Catholic
priest, suggested the topic to me. In those days, I traveled almost
exclusively in fundamentalist Christian circles. No one I knew
talked about having abortions, and I had no clue where one of my
classmates might get an abortion in central Kentucky, had she decided she needed one. Committed personally to sexual abstinence, I
was totally oblivious to the real-life circumstances that might lead
a woman to that decision. And so I did not question the rigid Christianity I had learned at home, which was perpetuated by my Christian friends and mentors at school. I held fast to my understanding
of the moral rights and wrongs concerning the sacredness of sex
and marriage, and the potency of God’s will. In my paper, I called
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abortion a “life-ending process.” As a believer in the healing power
of prayer, I hoped women in this undesirable situation might enter
into their decision making “prayerfully.” God, I hoped, would find a
way. About fetuses and their viability, I had no opinion at all. As a
child in Birmingham, my friends and I used to watch cows and dogs
mate. We knew where babies came from, but we never moralized
about the process.
I learned a black-and-white faith, but I am not a black-andwhite person. Even in college, my love for science began to chip
away at some of the absolutist claims of my faith. In medical school
at the University of Iowa, I even began to see how abortion might
be regarded as necessary health care for women. Partly, my own
personal world had expanded. In the years since my Issues & Values
paper, I had become sexually active, and for the first time in my
life had to cope with the emotionally fraught aftermath of a broken
condom. My girlfriend at the time, an ambitious woman with her
sights set on a very competitive residency, made me promise, tearfully, that if she became pregnant I would support her decision to
terminate the pregnancy and not ask her to bring a fetus to term.
She had worked hard her whole life and wanted to become an orthopedic surgeon more than anything. Moved by her anxiety that
I might fail to be a loving support to her, and by my own strong
desire to defy the stereotype of the sexually irresponsible black man
(even though nothing in my personal history indicated that I might
conform to it), I easily agreed—an agreement that cost me nothing because she did not become pregnant. Then, in my third year
of medical school, as part of my coursework, I decided to observe
abortions on my ob-gyn rotation for the simple reason that I was
curious. I had no part in performing them, but for the first time, I
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took the patients’ medical histories and was in the room with the
doctor where the procedures occurred, and I remember understanding, profoundly, that these women were like me. They were
mostly college students—eighteen, nineteen, or twenty years old. I
was twenty-five. In the moment, they were choosing to pursue their
educations over parenthood. Their decisions resonated with me:
they made sense. The moral absolutes that I had learned in church
began further to erode.
It is a testament to the strength of my Christian faith that it
took me so long to revise my stance on abortion, for the seeds of
my personal revolution were in me from childhood. But even after
medical school, when I saw that I related to and empathized with
the women who sought out abortion care, and even in Hawaii, where
attitudes around abortion were relatively relaxed, I still refused to
do them myself. Part of this was circumstance. At the University of
Cincinnati, where I did my residency, abortion care was not offered
as part of the program, and the university hospital did not openly
perform abortions at all. The first abortion clinic bombings post-Roe
had occurred in Cincinnati in 1978, and I believe that, situated as
the hospital was in a conservative, Republican city, its administrators had decided not to take up the fight. So even though I was being
trained to provide health care for women, I saw only one abortion
performed during the whole time I was there: my attending physician, Dr. Paula Hillard, who has since become a friend, discreetly
did a fourteen-week procedure in the operating room and invited
me to observe. That observation was the extent of my experience
with the procedure. As a young doctor, it was easy for me to say I
wouldn’t do abortions, because the fact was, I couldn’t do them.
I didn’t know how.
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Later, when I worked as an ob-gyn in general practice in a community health center in medically underserved Merced, California,
circumstances again conspired to protect me from the conflicts that
were rising in my own conscience. There were no abortion providers within fifty miles of the Golden Valley Health Center women’s
clinic, so every patient seeking an abortion had to be referred away.
For almost the entire time that I was a practicing ob-gyn there, I
had the luxury of holding on to my unexamined Christian morals,
uncontested by circumstance. I could tell myself that I was doing
good work, helping poor women deliver healthy babies, and providing birth control to teenagers and working against domestic violence. But on the question of abortion, I could continue to absolve
myself of having to take responsibility for my own inaction, pointing to the authorities or circumstances or laws that barred me from
doing battle with myself. I was not pro-life. I believed in a woman’s
right to choose. But I was complicit with anti-abortion forces in that
I did not place myself on the front lines.
•

•

•

In March of that year in Hawaii, however, the line I had drawn was
getting harder and harder to defend. The board of the Queen Emma
Clinic had recently hired a new chief administrator, a man I will call
here Dr. Sweet. He was a lovely person, Hawaii born and bred, with
a gentle, nonconfrontational demeanor, and I knew that he was a
Bible-believing Christian, as I was. He began his tenure like a lamb,
deferential, but his intention soon became startlingly clear. Within
months of his arrival, Dr. Sweet let it be known that the Queen Emma
Clinic would no longer be providing abortion services to its patients.
His rationale was, in my opinion—then and now—misbegotten.
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It was the beginning of the George W. Bush era, and anti-

abortion sentiment was at a peak. Dr. Sweet told us that if we
continued to offer abortion services to patients, our Title X money—
federal funds that support the family planning needs of poor people, excluding abortion—would be at risk. This was not true. Family
planning clinics receiving Title X grants have merely to have rigorous accounting practices to show a separate funding stream for their
abortion services. (Planned Parenthood clinics still receive Title X
money; they just can’t use it to support their abortion practice.) But
Dr. Sweet had been raised in fundamentalist Christian churches,
as I was, and he was now the target of zealous political activism
by anti-abortion forces who were telling him, from the pulpit, and
on Christian television and radio, that “abortion is murder.” Sweet
was no fanatic, but a gentle, traditionally minded man disinclined
to question the religious authorities in his life, a person who hoped
more than anything to discharge his professional duties within the
context of his Christian faith. The prominent spokespeople for his
faith were telling him that abortion was evil, and, in my opinion, he
chose to believe them. I understood his dilemma—no one understood it better than I—but I vehemently disagreed with his action.
In fact, I was surprised at how fast indignation boiled up within
me. This was a public hospital serving an indigent population. I
believed, based on long years in the field of public health, that the
services we offered should be based on the needs of our patients and
not subjected to the religious beliefs of the doctor.
Dr. Sweet’s edict coincided with a time of a dramatic change
in the way anti-abortion activists were waging their war against
abortion rights. The 1990s had been characterized by violence
and hatred: threats, bombings, assassinations of clinic workers,
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and massive demonstrations aimed at the Supreme Court and,
more broadly, at the hearts and minds of the public. As a medical
resident I had been dimly aware of this war—the Planned Parenthood clinic in Cincinnati had been firebombed in December 1985,
five years before I arrived there, and the abortion doctor David
Gunn was assassinated in Florida in my final training year—but
until Dr. Sweet’s intervention, I thought of the battle as raging
“out there.” Partly because ob-gyns are trained to concentrate on
obstetrics, I was paying attention to delivering babies. And partly,
I did not feel pressed to wrestle with my own uncertainties about
abortion because there had been no need. Here, in Hawaii, abortion was so available, so accessible, no one was counting on me to
take a stand.
But as Sweet’s decision showed, the terms of engagement were
changing. Instead of focusing their efforts on overturning Roe, the
antis began stealthily chipping away at abortion access on the state
and local level, arguing that fetuses had “rights” equal to kindergartners learning to tie their shoes. Overnight, it seemed—and at
around the same time that Dr. Sweet was making his assault on
abortion at the Queen Emma Clinic—the antis had masterfully
changed the terms of the debate, turning the vitriol of previous
decades into something like civic righteousness. The war on abortion rights began to be waged in terms of “human rights.” The living, breathing women who carried those fetuses in utero were cast
as less than fully human—either as criminals, on the one hand, or
mentally incompetent on the other—and thus not in possession of
any rights at all. It was not lost on me, an African American man
from Birmingham, Alabama, descended from slaves, that new legislation aimed at telling women what they might and might not do
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with their own physical bodies looked a whole lot like men owning women’s bodies. It was Eve being thrown under the bus all over
again.
Upon hearing of the imminent change at Queen’s, six female
residents whose training I oversaw decided they would rebel. They
would circumvent Sweet’s decision by creating a small abortion
practice at another hospital across town. Under their plan, patients
who came to Queen Emma seeking abortion care would be referred
to their practice (among others), where Sweet had no jurisdiction.
Their determination, and their fast move to action, filled me with
awe. The life of a medical resident isn’t easy. You’re on call every
fourth night, and generally exhausted. These women could have
been far more passive, complicit. After work, they could have contemplated the orchids blossoming in their own front yards and their
surfboards languishing on their back porches and thought, I’m in
a great residency program at a great teaching hospital and I am
being worked to the bone. Let me take a break. But they didn’t. They
took on extra work on behalf of the women they wanted to serve. So
when they asked me if, as their faculty adviser, I would lend support
to their new initiative, I enthusiastically said yes. Without thinking,
I took a stand.
Separately, Bruce Kessel and I were exploring solutions within
the hospital’s management. This was an abuse of authority, we
thought, and it violated our first principles. How could we conscientiously say we cared for all aspects of a woman’s health if we failed
to provide this crucial service? How could we reasonably say that
our care of poor women was nondiscriminatory? We went to our
boss, Dr. Richard Friedman. Could Dr. Sweet do this? we asked.
Dr. Friedman said yes, he could. Dr. Sweet was within his rights to
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shut the service down. The only compromise that could be struck
was this: we could perform abortions in our own private practices,
which were not under the jurisdiction of the Queen Emma Clinic.
This was a small concession, and worthless: the indigent women
who came to Queen’s had no insurance and could not afford to pay
out of pocket for the services of a private physician.
I could no longer defer my ethical engagement. I believed that
Dr. Sweet was changing the rules as a prerogative of his power, and
then presenting the change in the guise of responsible and visionary stewardship. Bruce and I felt that our patients were entitled to
abortions if they wanted them—and they had been receiving abortion care, without controversy or comment, for thirty years. Queen
Emma represented an ideal of integrated care for women who were
abjectly poor. I didn’t realize how ideal until I saw how they would
suffer under this change. They were at the Queen Emma Clinic because they had nowhere else to go. To me, it wasn’t acceptable to
deny them a safe and legal procedure. It wasn’t right.
In retrospect, I had already deferred this moment for far too
long. I had refused to perform abortions out of loyalty to my Christian identity, but I had evolved a great deal since my Christian conversion, and other identities had long since grown up beside it. At
forty-one, I was a Christian, yes, but I was also a doctor, a healthcare provider for poor women, and a man who loves women—in
partnership, in friendship, at work, and in my family. I didn’t do
abortions, but I had seen enough patients in my dozen-plus years
as an ob-gyn and had grown close to enough women in my life to
know that all kinds of women sometimes find themselves pregnant
and unable or unwilling to raise a child. Sometimes these instances
are so striking that it’s impossible not to see abortion as a pallia-
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tive solution to psychic pain. Before coming to Hawaii, I had worked
for three years as a government doctor in Merced, where there was
a shortage of medical care, and one day, a young woman, eighteen
or nineteen years old, came into my office. She was alone, having
driven herself to the clinic from her home, some twenty miles away.
This woman had become pregnant through incest by her father, a
very controlling, o
 verbearing—and religious—man. She was Latina,
from a family of migrant workers, raised in a community defined
by patriarchal hierarchy. Because she was not a minor or dependent, I had no legal duty to report this tragic situation, and I knew
enough about her cultural context to understand that involving law
enforcement without her consent could make this woman’s daily circumstances even worse. In an extreme sense, this woman was doing
what was expected of her, which was to live in her father’s house until
she moved, ultimately, into her husband’s. In light of these facts, her
bravery—coming to me by herself, and seeking my help—struck me
as extraordinary. I referred her to the closest clinic I could, which
was about fifty miles away, but I remember thinking that if I had the
skills to do her abortion, I would do it, right then and there.
•

•

•

That afternoon in Hawaii, upon learning that Dr. Sweet’s ruling was final, I walked home from the clinic, seething and blind
to all the usual glories around me. Furious and frustrated, I took
the elevator to the fourteenth floor, changed out of my scrubs and
into shorts, and sank onto the couch, mindlessly flipping through
television channels. My self-doubt circled around on itself. I was
thinking about my medical residents, the young doctors who were
already cooking up a plan to provide abortion care at another hos-
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pital within walking distance of my condo. They inspired me. I saw
their defiance as just, and revolutionary. How could I match their
clarity of purpose? How might I reconcile my commitment to my
Christian faith with what I saw as an arbitrary abuse of power, the
very definition of injustice? I had long been in the habit of listening
to audiotapes to settle me—I loved to listen to the Trappist monk
Thomas Merton on contemplative prayer; the Kentucky novelist
Wendell Berry’s reflections on the interconnectedness of life; and
the popular Christian theologian C. S. Lewis. Recently, I had been
working my way through a collection of sermons by Dr. King himself. I had long found comfort and inspiration in his words, and that
evening I turned to him.
You might call Dr. King my personal saint; he was, in 2003,
and he is today, my conscience’s mentor and its guide. As a young
man, Dr. King had aspired to be a physician, and when I myself was
choosing my path, it was King’s conviction, articulated in his 1963
book Strength to Love, that persuaded me that a life devoted to science posed no contradiction to my strong Christian faith. “Science
gives man knowledge, which is power,” he wrote. “Religion gives
man wisdom, which is control. The two are not enemies.” It would
not be too much to say that with words Dr. King wrote when I was
just one year old, I was persuaded that my two great interests, science and religion, did not conflict.
Dr. King had been blessing me long before I came of age or reckoned with my own ambition. Although I had no awareness of it at the
time, I had grown up in the hot center of the civil rights movement, in
a segregated neighborhood in Birmingham, and had gone, until third
grade, to a segregated school. Carlton Reese, who composed many
of the songs that marked the movement as a homegrown product of
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the African American church, grew up two doors down from me, and
Dr. King wrote some of the most resonant, indelible words of the civil
rights campaign from a jail cell not ten miles from where I grew up:
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”
I was the very child he hoped to deliver from racial discrimination. I was the young boy whose future he was marching for. I was in
kindergarten when he was assassinated on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee, and I remember the grownups buzzing about it in church-school kindergarten that day: “They
killed Dr. King! They killed Dr. King!” At the time, we got all our
news from black talk radio (there was no programming on television for black people), and I remember the next day hearing on the
radio that black folks should leave their porch lights on in solidarity
and in remembrance of him, an allusion to the instructions God
gave the Israelites in Exodus before inflicting upon the Egyptians
the tenth and final plague: Mark your front door with lamb’s blood
and I will pass over your houses and spare the lives of your children.
We all struggled to pay our electricity bills, and I couldn’t believe
that people’s porch lights were on in the daytime. But even though
many of my neighbors were working too hard, too absorbed in the
grind of their daily lives, and fundamentally too cautious to join
Dr. King’s revolution, we were, in a very real sense, his children. He
was our Moses—taken from us in the prime of his life without ever
seeing the promised land.
My audiotape collection was, by serendipity, queued up that day
to “I’ve Been to the Mountaintop,” Dr. King’s final sermon, which
I’d heard dozens, maybe hundreds, of times. I could quote whole
sections of it, word for word, from memory. “For when people get
caught up with that which is right and they are willing to sacrifice
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for it,” he said, “there is no stopping point short of victory.” On that
afternoon, however, as I wrestled with the fact that certain women
were being denied the health-care services they sought because of
someone else’s idea of what they should do, I heard the sermon with
new ears. As he nears the final, rousing lines of the speech—“Let us
rise up tonight with a greater readiness”—Dr. King recounts a story
from the gospels, one that every Christian knows by heart, one that
I myself was taught in Sunday school.
In the story of the Good Samaritan, a man is lying, wounded
and helpless, on the Jericho Road, having been beaten up: He “fell
in with thieves,” as Dr. King put it. Two men, a priest and a Levite
(the first obligated to help others by vocation and the second presumed to have a tribal or family affiliation with the victim), bypass
the man, leaving him lying in the road. Finally, a Good Samaritan—
a man with no good reason to give assistance—“got down from his
beast, decided not to be compassionate by proxy,” as Dr. King said.
The Samaritan “administered first aid, and helped the man in need.”
Of the three, only the Samaritan was great, Jesus said.
I closed my eyes as Dr. King’s words began to fill my heart. In
his sermon, Dr. King begins to speculate, almost sardonically, on
the reasons the first two might have hurried past a man as wounded
and desperate as the traveler was. Maybe they were frantically busy
and late for a church meeting. Or maybe they were following a religious edict that required priests and Levites not to contaminate
themselves by touching another human body in advance of a religious ritual. Or maybe they were devoted to a different, broader
kind of civic assistance—perhaps they had joined a committee to
improve the safety of travelers, “a Jericho Road Improvement Association,” as Dr. King put it. “Maybe they felt it was better to deal
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with the problem from the causal root, rather than to get bogged
down with an individual effect.”
As the sun was going down outside my penthouse apartment,
the undulations of Dr. King’s voice soothed me. And then he got
to his point. “It’s possible that those men were afraid,” he said. The
Jericho Road is a dangerous road, and in Jesus’s day, it was teeming
with thieves. It’s possible, Dr. King suggests, that the priest and the
Levite were worrying, first and foremost, about their own skins and
wished not to draw unwelcome attention or danger to themselves by
dismounting from their animals or lingering over a person disabled
by circumstance. “Or it’s possible that they felt that the man on the
ground was merely faking,” part of a scheme to lure unwitting, softhearted travelers into an ambush. The priest and the Levite passed
the man by because their first thought, Dr. King suggested, was fear
for themselves: “If I stop to help this man, what will happen to me?”
What made the Good Samaritan good, in Dr. King’s interpretation,
was that he reversed the question. “If I do not stop to help this man,
what will happen to him?”
It was like a punch, all at once, in my spiritual gut. The Scripture came alive and it spoke to me. For the Samaritan, the person
in need was a fallen traveler. For me, it was a pregnant woman. The
earth spun, and with it, this question turned on its head. It became
not: Is it right for me, as a Christian, to perform abortions? But
rather: Is it right for me, as a Christian, to refuse to do them? And
in that instant, I understood that I, like the Levite and the priest,
had been afraid—afraid of what my Christian brothers and sisters
might think of me, of what my pastors and relatives in Birmingham might say, of what the social or political consequences of fully
embracing the cause of abortion might be. I had been worried, if
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truth be told, about tarnishing my professional reputation. I was already speaking out on domestic violence and sexual assault. Wasn’t
that enough? My love for my cushy situation was fighting for its life
against my conscience—and my conscience prevailed. I had erred
too long on the side of caution—just as I did when, in my senior
year of college, I declined to join a campus-wide protest against the
school’s investments in South Africa, afraid that someone might develop a negative opinion about me and I would ruin my chances for
medical school, a demurral I regret deeply to this day. Now I saw,
without doubt or fear or ambivalence, that it was appropriate, even
ethical, for me to provide this care. More: that having understood
this, it would be inappropriate, even cowardly, for me to be contented to sit by as other people did the work.
From that moment, not providing abortions and not living out
my convictions would have been a fate worse than death. Once I
understood that the faithful approach to a woman in need is to help
her and not to judge her or to impose upon her any restriction, penalty, or shame, I had to change my life. The words of the Holocaust
survivor and peace activist Elie Wiesel reverberated within me.
“Our lives,” he said, “no longer belong to us alone. They belong to
those who need us desperately.”
The next day I went to Bruce Kessel and told him I wanted to
learn how to do abortions. Within two years I was gone from Hawaii, training full-time in abortion care, and committed in my effort, which continues to this day, to be true to Dr. King’s idea of
justice. I do not remember feeling an ounce of remorse or regret at
my decision—only sorrow that I hadn’t come to it sooner. On that
day, I decided to exercise Christian compassion not by proxy but
with my own capable hands.

